
Description

Safety workwear durable and functional suits, 65%polyester35%cotton fabric blue suits

 

1. Type: Dubai Type workwear uniform

2. Two chest pockets with buttons  Single-breasted buttons  One rubber label Two normal cuffs  One
elastic waist pant  No leg pockets

3 .Color: petrol blue

4 Adoption of the fabric oblique (100% cotton 185gsm or 100% polyester190gsm), increase vitality.

5, support to apply packing list; List of cardboard; A certificate of origin; SASO certification.

6. The main market is middle-eastern market, market Africa with best prices.

7. You can print or embroider a personalized logo on the back and chest pocket, if necessary.

8. Beige color or petrol blue or red color. Let its diversity of choice.



9. Quality is the factory priority. Our has 15 QC who strictly control the jacket for the quality of each
link 

production line, which provide high quality jackets we wear and wash samples in the case of
shrinkage or shading.

10. If you are a buyer of Saudi Arabia, we can help by providing SASO certificate when import
Custom clean.

Applications

 

Industry Places Oil, Gas station, Mining, Offshore, Road, Factory ,Electric
,Sanitation Workers, Logistics, Gardening

Construction Construction worker, builder, cleaner
Logistics driver, porter, courier, staff of transportation, supermarket

 

Specifications:

 

 

 

Details of
shirt&pants
 

Size From S to XXXL Size
Buttons Single-breasted buttons
Color Royal blue, petrol blue, khaki
Gender Men
Pockets 2 pockets in total
Fabric Choose 80%polyester 20%cotton/65%polyester

35%cotton/100%polyester
Fabric Weight 190-240g/㎡
zippers No zippers
  
Market Europe market ,America Market ,Africa,

Middle East  Market
Application Outdoor

Workmanship Stitching Single stitching, double stitching and triple
stitching

Packaging Nomal Polybag 1 piece/nomal polybag
Carton 20pcs/carton
MEAS 58cm*42cm*30cm

Series
Recommendation

WH213jacket&pants  WH215khaki shirts & pants

Sample We can provide you with samples. It will take about 10 working
days as usual.

Supply The supply we provide is OEM.

Our Capabilities 



* Private labeling and tag
* Fabric sourcing
* Design pattern
* Sourcing and provide custom accessories
* Sewing
* Custom printing
* Custom embroidery
* Packing including custom packaging
* Shipping and delivery

 

More choice:

 

 

Competitive Advantages: 

 

As one of leading manufacturers of safety products in Wuhan, China 11 Years, we mainly produce
and supply our products to Europe, North and South America and Middle East.Two Pattern
Designers over 20 years experience. The newest software for pattern making, efficient and
precision.  Eight QC inspector control the quantity from Cutting,Sewing,Packing,Ironing all the way,
about Two hundred 10-15 years experience workers,strong accountability mechanisms.

1. We have professional experience about 11 years, our market are located in East middle market,
south America, European and so on.

2. We have design department, our designs continuously develop new products based on the demand
of the market.

3. The professional technicians allow us to provide the accurate samples according to the
clients’ requirements in time.

4. Once order is placed, the quality control is strictly carried out from beginning to the end.

5.We choose the qualified suppliers of fabric, accessory and packing materials.

6. The material will be strictly inspected when they arrive in the factory.

7.Our annual production capacity is 100,000----120,000pcs per month.

 

 Contact us:

 



 

 


